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ON RELATIVELY FREE SUBSETS OF LIE GROUPS

BERNARD R. GELBAUM

Abstract. In an arbitrary neighborhood U of the identity e of a connected

Lie group there is a subset S of cardinality c and relatively free , i.e., the only

nontrivial equations xf'x|2 • • • xjf • e, 8, « ± 1, satisfied by substitution

for distinct symbols among the x¡ distinct elements of S are equations that

are identities throughout G.

0. In [2] the existence of the free topological group F(X) associated with a

completely regular space A is shown by a construction involving quaternions.

In brief (and corrected) form, the argument proceeds as follows: the

(algebraic) free group F0(A) generated by A is embedded isomorphically in

the group Hloo(A) = PfHXp the Cartesian product of the multiplicative group

Hj of quaternions of norm 1 (each Ht/ = H,) where the index/ranges over

C(A, H[), the set of continuous maps /: A—>H,. In this embedding, A

preserves its topology and FQ(X) is endowed with the topology of a topologi-

cal group. Standard results show that ?Tmax = sup{?T: F0(A) is a topological

group in the topology 9" and A inherits its topology from 5"}

= sup{TGF0(A)} produces F(A). The role played by the compact group

Hloo(A) is that of insuring that the set TGF0(X) is nonempty.

The argument hinges on the existence of an infinite free subset of H,. Since

H, is a connected Lie group, a question related to this aspect of H, is

explored below and is answered as follows: In every connected Lie group G

there is a subset S, of cardinality c = card(R) and as free as any subset of G

can be: if a word evaluated on 5 yields e (the identity of G), then the word is

identically e on G (see below for details). In particular, if no (word) identities

hold universally in G, then S is free.

1. The proof depends on two lemmas, the second of which emerged in the

form given below as a result of illuminating conversations with Professor S.

Schanuel of SUNY/Buffalo. The first lemma is given in [1], [4]. The proof

below is somewhat more elementary than that in [4] and is therefore included

here.

Lemma 1. Let f(xv x2, . . . , xn) be a real- or complex-valued function of the

real variables xx, x2, . . . , xn. If, for some constant a, the n-dimensional measure

¡xn(f~x(a)) is positive, then f = a in any region R where f is analytic and such

that R Df~x(a).
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Proof. We may assume that for some cube C = {(x,, x2, . . . , x„): |x, - b,\

< e, > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , «} contained in F, jtt„(C n f~\a)) > 0 and that in C

/(*„ . . . ,x„) =  2 «*r..*,(*i - bx)k> • • • (x„ - b„)k"
0</fc,

converges uniformly and absolutely. Thus we may write

/(x„ . . . , x„) =   2   /i*,(*2> • • • > *„)(■*! - ¿i)*'
o<*,

where fXk are analytic functions of x2, . . . , xn. The Fubini theorem shows

that for each (x2, . . . , x„) in some set Sn_x of positive (« - l)-dimensional

measure, (ix{xx:(xx, x2, . . . , x„) G C n /~'(a)} > 0. The set of such x, has a

nonempty derived set in C and so fik¡(x2, . . . , xn) = 0, kx > 1,

/10(x2, ..., x„) « a on S„_v
Since the lemma obtains (in even stronger form!) for « — 1, an argument

by induction completes the proof.

Lemma 2 (S. Schanuel) Let \p: M -h> N be an analytic map between analytic

manifolds M and N. Let K = {x: x G M, t// is constant in some neighborhood

of x}. Then K is closed (and clearly open).

Proof. Let p0 G K = closure of F in M. Then there are points pn G F,

« > \,pn —>Pn> and f°r eacri n > 1, v^ is constant on some neighborhood K„

of p„. Let FM be a cubical (open) neighborhood in RdimA/ and let/M: BM -h» M

provide a chart aroundp0; let BN,fN: BN -> N serve similarly for \p(p0). Then

if the coordinate maps for an/-1 are denoted by/-1 we find

K=!m   °^afM-BM^R,       i = 1, 2, . . . , dim M,

are analytic maps of BM into R and for all « > some «,, each is constant on

the open subset/M'(/w(^) n Vn) of FM. Since p(fc\fM(B„) n KJ) > 0,
Lemma 1 shows that each «, is constant on F^. Hence xp ° fM is constant on

FM, ^ is constant on fM(BM), an open set containingp0. Hence p0 G K and K

is closed.

Corollary. If M is connected, K = 0 or K = M, i.e., a nonconstant

analytic map of a connected manifold cannot be locally constant.

Remark. There is a clear connection between the results above and those

in [1]. The author is obliged to the referee for the citation.

2. We make some clarifying remarks about words and groups. A word Wlk

is defined by a finite sequence of / distinct symbols u{, u2, . . . , u¡, a finite

sequence of signs e,, e2, . . . , ek = ±1, where k > I and a "product"

wxl ■ ■ ■ wkk where each w¡ is some u,. It is assumed that in tvf' • • • wj* there is

no finite sequence wp, wp+i, . . . , wp + q and some symbol u} such that w

= wp+\ = • • • = w' = Uj and 2^?e, = 0. Such situations are inessential

and will be excluded from discussion. Thus we deal only with essential words.

For a group G and a subset A c G, the notation A x/ signifies the /-fold

Cartesian product of A with itself, as distinguished from A', the set

{axa2 ■ ■ ■ a,: a¡ G A, i = 1,2, . . . , /}. For a word Wlk as described there is
defined on G xl a function Wlk: Gxl -» G given by
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the result of replacing in the "product"

v  (o   a eï«wî' ' ' ■ *"**   each   "■   by  *"   i = h
ft VSi>S2> • • • »«U     2, . . . , /,   and   thereupon   calculating

the resulting element of G.

A word Wlk is nontrivial for the group G if Wlk ¿ e on G x , where e is the

identity of G.
In Gxl there is the "antidiagonal" E, = {(g„ g2, ■ ■ ■ , g,): gp ¥* gq for

\ < p =£ q < l). A subset S of G is called relatively free if for every word

Wlk nontrivial for G, Wlk =/= e throughout Sxl n E„ I < k = 2, 3,- • • . If

every (essential) word Wlk is nontrivial for G, then a relatively free set as just

defined is free in the usual sense.

Theorem 1. Let G be a connected Lie group of dimension d > 1. Then for

every neighborhood U of the identity e in G, there is in U a relatively free set S

such that card(5) = card(R) = c.

Proof. Let (B2, /) provide a chart for a neighborhood contained in U and

assume/(0) = e; f~x: f(B2) —> B2 gives rise to d coordinate maps f~x:f(B2)

—> R. We assume B2 = {(*,, . . . , xd): \x¡\ < 2) and we set Bx

= [(xx, . . . , xd): \x¡\ < 1}. Finally, let D be the countable Cartesian product

of Bx with itself. We may assume Lebesgue measure \xd is normalized in Rd so

that ßd(Bx) = 1; thereby we may introduce product measure ¡x in D, where, in

particular ¡x(D) = 1. An element of D is a sequence {c/„}°° of ¿/-tuples of real

numbers. A sequence 8 = {c/„} E D is called binding iff, for some word Wlk

nontrivial for G and at some point in ({f(d„))\x)xl n E, = f(8; I), W,k = e.

In the preceding, {/(</„)}f is the set f(d{), f(d2), ...  in G.

Note that for each k E N there are only finitely many words Wlk hence

finitely many words nontrivial for G. For each word Wlk the set of values of

Wlk on f(8, I) is countable. Furthermore, Wlk = e iff/-1 ° W,k = 0, / = 1,

2,...,d.
If Wlk is nontrivial for G, then Wlk ¿eon Gx/. Since the map Wlk:

G xl —> G is analytic and since G and thus also G x/ are connected, Lemma 2

applies and shows that there is no neighborhood on which Wlk is constant. In

particular, W,k cannot reduce to e throughout f(Bx)xl.

Hence for any word Wlk nontrivial for G, the analytic functions

fr1 ° ̂ (fj^tïï-Bf'^K
/-terms

are not all constant. Thus, by Lemma 1,

/^Xj^^J<ft, {(</,, d2,...,d, ):

Wlk(f(dx),f(d2),...,f(d,)) = e)=0.

Thus for each set of / distinct indices vv v2, . . . ,v¡ and for each word W,k

nontrivial for G,

H{S = K): Wlk(f(dVi),f(dV2), . . . ,/«;)) = e) = 0.

Hence, for Wlk fixed,
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¡x{S={d}:Wlk (/(</„, ),f(d,2 ),..., /« )) = e

for some set of / distinct indices vv p2,. .., vA « 0.

Hence, if

ß - { 8 s { <L } : Wm (/(^ ),..., /(^ )) = e for some word Wlk

and some set of / distinct indices vx, . . . , v,\,

then clearly ß contains the set of binding sequences and p.(ß) = 0. In

particular D \ ß ¥• 0. Hence, if {d„} G D \ ß, then {dr} is «or binding. The

set S0 = {/(¿¿)}f° leads to the set S promised, as the following lines show.

First note that p, =fc v2, then /(i/„ ) ^ f(dJI ). Otherwise for the clearly

nontrivial word W22 = uxu2x, the substitution w, -» f(dr),u2^> f(dv) shows

that [dy] G ß, a contradiction. Thus 50 is infinite.

Second, S0 is relatively free since if Wlk = e at some point of Sf ' n F, and

if Wlk is nontrivial for G, then {d„} is binding.

Clearly card^) = N0 = card(N). An argument in [3] may be modified as

follows to show that there is a relatively free set 5'max c U and card(5max)

= c. In [3] the following lemma is proved: If W s {Fa(x,.x„)} is a

family of functions analytic on an open cube C° = {(X], x2, . . . , x„): |x, — a,.|

< e, > 0, /' = 1, 2, . . . , «}, // no Fa = 0 a«6? // card(ÇF) < c, then there is an

n-tuple (bx, b2, . . . , bn) such that, for all a, Fa(bx, . . . , bn) =£ 0. In [3] a

transfinite induction establishes the existence of a free subset of cardinality c

in the rotation group 0(n, R) in Euclidean space R", « > 3. Used in that

development are (a) the existence in O (3, R) of a free set of two elements

(this fact was proved by R. Robinson [6] in the context of F. Hausdorff's

result [5] on rotations in R3: 0(3, R) z> F/N, F the free group on two

generators a, b, and A the normal subgroup generated by a2 and ¿>3;

Robinson showed that in F the free group generated by abab and ab2ab2

meets A in the identity; thus 0(3, R) contains a free group on two genera-

tors); (b) Kurosh's theorem showing that a free group contains an infinite free

set. In both [3] and [5], as in the present discussion, use is made of the theory

of analytic functions of several real variables.

The following lines are in essence a Zorn's-lemma version of the final

argument in [3]. In the nonempty set IRF of infinite relatively free subsets of

U there is, via Zorn's lemma applied to IRF partially ordered by inclusion, a

maximal set 5. We show y = card(S') = c. Clearly y < c. If y < c, for each

word Wlk nontrivial for G, each substitution, whereby / - 1 symbols are

replaced by fixed and distinct elements/(J,), . . . ,f(d,_x) of S and the other

symbol is replaced by an arbitrary y G f(B2), yields a function Wfk that

depends analytically onj', i.e., the functions

k,{y) a/,"1 °Wl o (/,/,... ,/)(</„ d2,..., d,_x,y)

are analytic maps of F2 into R. For at least one /', k¡(y) is not identically 0 in

B2 since if y is in S, but.y G (f(dx),f(d2), . . . ,f(d,_x)), then Wfk ¥• e. Here
the fact that S is infinite is used in an essential way.

The cardinality of the set of all such functions (derived from the (count-

able) set of all words nontrivial for G, the set of all one-to-one substitutions of
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the kind described (here the cardinality is not more than y' = y) and all

/' = 1, 2, . . . , d as needed) has cardinality < c. Thus by the lemma of [3] as

quoted above, this set of functions has a common nonzero: b°x, b2, . . . , b°. If

y0 = f(b\, . . . , b%) and if g is any element of the group generated by S, then

y0¥= g since otherwise y^ xg is simultaneously some •,rVfk" and also e,

a contradiction. Thus, in particular y0 g S and Su^jíSisa relatively

free set since every Wfk<> =£ e. The maximality of 5 is contradicted, whence

y = c, and 5 is the set promised in the theorem.

It should be noted, in view of Paul Cohen's results and the subsequent

developments of several others working in set theory, that the de Groot-

Dekker lemma is a trivial consequence of Lemma 1 of the present paper if

one accepts the continuum hypothesis as an axiom.

Indeed, the family § is countable since card(?7) < c and the continuum

hypothesis is an axiom. Thus the union N of the sets Na of zeros of the Fa is,

by Lemma 1, the countable union of null sets, hence N is itself a null set.

Hence C°\ N is nonempty and any (¿>,, b2, . . . , bn) in C°\ N satisfies:

Fa(bx, b2,..., b„) ¥• 0, all a.

Variations on this theme when the continuum hypothesis is denied are also

relevant; e.g., there are set-theory models in which the continuum hypothesis

is false but in which Lebesgue measure is "c-additive", i.e., if (A/a) is a family

of null sets and card{a} < c then UmNa is a null set. Thus, in the notation

above, N = U ttNa is a null set even if {a} is not countable, but card{a} < c.

The argument just given then shows Fa i= 0 on C° \ N.

In another direction there is a characterization of the words that may serve

as identities for a Lie group G, dim G > 1. If Wlk = e on Gxl, then

2»,=ue, = 0, / = 1,2,...,/. Indeed, otherwise, for some p E N, gp = e for

all g in G. Hence for any one parameter subgroup [g(t): — oo < t < oo}

= Hg, g(pt) = e for all t. Thus any tangent vector, at e to Hg, is 0, in

contradiction of a basic property of Lie groups.

On the other hand, if 2 „,=„,£, = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , /, then every Abelian

group A, whether it is a Lie group or not, is one for which Wlk = e on A x '.

We conclude: a word Wlk is admissible as a universal restriction on a Lie group

G, i.e., Wlk = eonG xl, iff l^e, = 0,/ = 1, 2, . . . , /.
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